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Whiter

RIC Students?

Each College and University Campus in this
country should have a body through which the
problems of students as a whole or the welfare of
individual students can be raised. This should be a
legitimate expectation within any group living in a
democracy. The Administrators within Colleges
and or Universities may fear this type of
development, but no institution will ever deny any
group of students the right of this type of
organization.
The recent problem with regard to credits for
persons representing varsity teams has raised this
very interested question in my mind. Where
should the wrestlers, who think that they should be
given credit for their work, start to agitate?
In the debate which has arisen with regard to the
wrestlers, a number of valid points have been
raised. It has been stated that at least one student
on this campus has had credits gained while
working with a varsity team transferred as credits
to this college. If this is so it adds a great force to
the wrestlers' argument. But the wrestlers must
be very careful while arguing this case not to
jeopardize the academic standing of a fellow
student.
Many students have been heard vehemently
questioning the award of certain grades by some
lecturers at the College. But this problem remains
within a group of friends where the sufferer is
content to air his views and seek solll<'P.strictly
among friends. Complaints remain within this
group. It is even difficult to voice a complaint too

Wither?

loud. When students are asked whether something
can be done, the reply comes: not by me.
Statements and attitudes such as these reflect
an atmosphere of fear among college s'tudents.
Something must be done to alleviate these fears.
The College certainly stands to benefit from a
strong student voice. Many complaints against
faculty may not be well-founded. There are, of
course, problem students too-students who have
little inclination to work-but a strong student
body would be able to discriminate between that
type of a person and a person that is sincere.
There are quite a number of problems to be
solved at the college. These problems cannot be
solved by students alone.
Student interest at the College is minimal. This
has been excused by some hackneyed phrases as a
"communing campus" and the like. My theory,
however, is that interest is a direct reflection of
the input which students are encouraged to make
at the college. Co-operation between students and
other workers in the College may bring immense
benefits to all parties concerned.

Parking and Snow
Don't Mix
The Notorious Winter of 77 is
certainly taking its toll upon RIC's
parking conditions.
With the
consistency of snow storms and
sub freezing temperatures during
~st
six weeks, the campus
grounds nave become heavily
blanketed with snow and ice.
Naturally these conditions have
made parking on the campus
hazardous and in many cases
impossible.
Ed Perry, Director of Security
and campus parking, when asked
about the parking situation due to
the consecutive storms, replied
"help." He stated that there has
been an unusual number of storms
in the past weeks, but that the
worst was the ice and snow storm
of January 10th. Immediately after
it ended the sleet froze up, which
made the campus very difficult for
the maintenance dept. to clear.
The remaining snow and ice
which campus maintenance has
not managed to clear and the
careless parking due to the snow is
eliminating approximately five per
cent of the parking space on the
grounds. Mr. Perry stated that
"they are parking everywhere;
sidewalks, driveways, etc."

It is time for the students to create a vibrant
organization, making the College an institution
(not in the sense of an asylum J of which RIC
students present, past and future can be proud.

In many cases the snow has
covered the lines in the parking
lots causing people to occupy more
than
enough
space.
Many
motorists have been parking their
A.K.
cars in just any manner and
leaving. Limited parking spaces
due to inadequate removal of snow
and careless parking has caused
many to park in illegal ares.
People are parking between rows
preventing others from getting out.
contacted by Anchor. The Union Others are parking on roads where
and College Administrators are absolutely no parking is allowed. A
expected to go to the bargaining good example is Library Road. The
table early next month to negotiate construction in this area has
salary and working conditions for caused a problem, there is no
parking permitted there. If this
faculty.
road had to be cleared in the event
Adrian Kirton of a fire, by the time the cars are

Faculty Department Takes Stand
(2) faculty members took turns
Dr. Peter Moore, Chairman of
the Department of Economics and and submitted names on some
Management,
says that his predetermined rotational basis
and (3) some faculty departdepartment will support an Outments submitted the names of
standing Performance Increment,
members in that department.
but not in its present form.
Abstention from submitting
In a letter to the Dean of Arts and names will mean possible loss of
Sciences, Dr. Noel Richards, the earnings. The OPI awards do carry
Department faculty of Economics increment of $150-$200in the year
and Management stated their
of the award. but which faculty
intention
not
to
submit
members do continue to receive in'
nominations for the OPI awards. succeeding years.
Dr. Moore has suggested that
be
developed
for
The letter which was copied to criteria
RIC-AFT President, Dr. Donald nominations to these awards as a
Averill, and published in last first step. He also feels that the
week's Anchor criticised the OPI number of awards should be
system, stating that it was "ar- smaller and a more substantial
britrary and capricious". When financi;l bonus be given in the year
asked what specifically
that of the award only.
The award is made to apmeant, Dr. Moore charged that
proximately one-third of full-time
faculty.
( 1) some people were given these
Dr. Averill, President of RI.C.awards to place them on a higher
AFT, did not comment when
salary scale

removed the resuns could oe
catastrophic. An incident of this
type has already happened this
semester.
Cars were illegally
parked on College Road from first
Ave. to Mt. Pleasant Ave .. and with
the usual traffic on this road the
fire department
had trouble
reaching a fire in Craig-Lee. Ed
Perry stressed the point that
flagrant violators who are parking
where it creates a fire hazard will
be towed away at the owners expense.
The parking crisis at RIC has
skyrocketed the number of tickets
being issued for illegal parking.
Mr. Perry believes that parking
tickets only alleviates the problem
without really getting to the basic
cause.
Has the maintenance department done all in its power to
remove the remains
of the
previous storms? The general
consensus
on campus would
probably be no. However, when
this question was presented to Mr.
Perry, he replied, "I've got t,)
defend them; they have done the
best they can."
Mr. Perry suggests students tal:e
precautionary measures to make
the best out of the situation. When
parking on campus, the students
should not park in illegal areas or
so as to block other people from
getting in or out. When parking
behind someone at least four feet
should be left between cars. And
students able to carpool or find
other ways of transportation could
help the situation a lot. In the
future Mr. Perry, Director of
Security would like people to
participate and be more considerate when parking on campus.
Mr. Perry was asked if he agreed
with the Parking Committee's
Proposal to stop the enforcement
of reserved parking for faculty and
staff. He stated, "I agree, with an
exception for the handicapped."
William Green

Minority Student Unity
by Ron Taylor

The Spring semester
has
brought many new faces to RIC.
Although some minority students
dropped out the school, minority
enrollment is on the rise.
Inter-minority relationship at
RIC will determine how effective
we will be as students, as people of
color, as young adults and as individuals. The need for a positive
relationship among ourselves is
most evident.

Black unity is an everyday af- it" ... "I didn't come here to fail or
fair. The most logical way to get thrown out" ... "help me with
this paper if you can - then let's
spread unity and encourage
positive relationships is to talk to talk about partying ... then we'll
and help each other. We are all have something to party about!!!"
Think ... for your own sake think.
good at something; there are areas
of specializations that we all have. Don't allow for anything short of
When we have a brother or sister getting over. Now when a brother
who is good in any subject, but is or sister sees you and says,
only looking out for his own per- "What's happening?," tell him.
Let him know now well or poorly
sonal goals, we experience
disunity. We might still speak to you're doing in your courses. He
each other, but only on social and may be able to hlep you or direct
you on the right path to finding a
academic levels.
There are occasions when we do solution to your problems.
There are two interests that we
use our knowledge and abilities to
help a brother or sister, but now we share here at RIC. They are goals
need a more conscious effort for all of completing this school, and each
other. We are aware of this fact,
of us to benefit.
"We're all here trying to get now let's see if we can maintain
over - to pass" ... "tell me about our unity by actually talking to
this jive course before I take each other.

Parliament
Student Parliament has a new
Vice President, Sophomore Barbara McElroy. Miss McElroy, a
Social
Welfare
Major,
got
unanimous approval from R.I.C.
Parliamentarians.
Miss McElroy replaces Marcel
Desrosiers who has resigned the
Vice Presidency
because of
pressure of work.
Mr. Desrosiers, who is Editor of
the Anchor, retains his seat on
Student Parliament.
Rhode Island College has a new
club. It is called R.I.C. Students
For Life. The club was admitted
during R.I.C. Student Government
meeting on Wednesday, February
,9, 1977.
According
to the
club's
spokesman Steve Sullivan the club
will be interested
in issues

News
regarding to human life. This includes subjects such as capital
punishment,
abortion
and
euthanasia.
The next open hearing on the
proposal for open parking will be
held on Tuesday, February 15,
1977, at 1:30 p.m. in Room 128,
Clarke Science Building. Students
have been agitating for parking on
a first come, first serve basis since
a proposal has been made for paid
registration of all cars on campus.
R.I.C. has raised $60.39 in support
of HEAT. This has been the result
of a Rally held on Febrrary 1, 1977,
at the Rathskellar to support the
Heat Emergency Action Team
efforts to make $300,000to assist
poor Rhode Islanders who could
not afford energy to keep their
homes heated this winter.
Adrian Kirton
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''Battered Women''
and the Women's Alliance
"Battered Women Come out of the Closet", read a
sign distributed the the RIC Women's Alliance. And
thus they came, some twenty presumably "battered"
women to hear two speakers from Sojourner House
talk at RIC on Feb. 2. The talk was sponsored by the
Women's Alliance.
Near the end of last semester, RIC was graced by
the presence of a man interested in unionizing
prosititutes. This man saw prosititution as a perfectly
legitimate business that should be legalized. His
name was Stephen Lewis, and his talk was also
sponsored by the Women's Alliance.
With the appearance of these two most recent
speakers sponsored by the Alliance, some obvious
q11estions arise. What is a man doing representing
fomale prostitutes and what is the point of his
speaking at RIC? Also, what is a battered woman,
and why would she be speaking at RJC? Is a battered

Founded in 1928
The Anchor is located on the third floor of the Student
l'nion. Our mailing address is:

woman and a prostitution advocate the best the
Women's Alliance can do for speakers? People of the
caliber of RIC students deserve better than these two,
and I for one, think the money that paid for the services of these speakers was not money well spent.
If not these two, then whom, you might ask. There
are plenty of legislators and public figures that are
well qualified to speak and debate women's issuesissues that are issues. These would include abortion,
the Equal Rights Amendment (which is still up in the
air), women's health care and other problems that
are of real significance to women (and men). The
problem with Alliance-sponsored speakers is that
they deal with things that are of no significance to
anybody'

Reply

Should the Alliance come up with some speakers
worthy of listeners, however, I 'II be there
S.P.S.

• • •

Sir, Your Presume!
The author of the above editorial presumes to
speak, not for himself, not simply for men or for
women, but in fact for all human beings. While I
would be the last to cast aspersions on Mr. Sullivan's
perceptiveness, I doubt that even a member of the
Anchor editorial staff can realistically venture such a
claim. The statement that prostituition and battered
women are issues "of no significance to anybody"
implies an ability of the writer to see into the minds
and hearts of men - and women.
There is no reason to infer that all or any of the
women attending the talk two weeks ago were battered women themselves. A battered women (if I
might presume to answer Mr. Sullivan's question) is
the victim of deliberate physical violence by the man
with whom she lives.
Apparently because Mr. Sullivan knows no one in
that predicament he takes for granted that the

problem is of no importance to anyone at RIC. While
to my knowledge I am not acquainted with any
battered women, I have been convinced of the
seriousness of the situation.
However inappropriate it may have seemed that
a man was representing female prostitutes, it would
hardly affect the relevance of the topic to RIC
students - and that is the issue Mr. Sullivan is
arguing. His apparent disapproval of legalized
prostitution is surely not shared by all his fellow
students • furthermore, people of any opinion might
reasonably be interested in the issue.
I wonder what is "the caliber of RIC students"
that they "deserve" speakers on topics less unpleasant - and more central to Mr. Sullivan's own
experience.
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to the editor
Dear Editor:

I wholeheartedly endorse the
struggle of R.I.C. athletes to
receive academic credit for their
Jane Murphy
sports ventures. I feel they should
get three credits for each and
every varsity or junior varsity
sport they participate in. Given the
vast time and energy expanded,
the three credits would be cerinterviewed
by the Regional
tainly commensurate.
Review Board on March 7th in
Some people have claimed that
Boston. The scholarship recipient
many people would join the teams
will be announced in the spring.
for academic credit, rather than
Selection
is based on the ungoing the ordeal of a regular
nominee's leadership ability, and course. This is highly unlikely for
interest in the area of public ser- two obvious reasons. First, not
vice. Ms. Gonzales is the co- everyone can be chosen for the
ordinator of the Women's Center at teams, and second, practicing and
RIC, is bilingual, speaking both playing for at least a dozen hours a
Spanish and English, and she week is no Godsend.
Those of us who write for the
maintains
a 3 8 grade point
\nchor know all too well how
average.
difficult achieving academic credit
She is a Spa111sh-American and a for extra curricular activity is.
single parent
who lives in Our experiences in this regard
Mohegan, R.I with her sixteen have been as successful as the Phil
month old daughter, Jessica After :\'oel for U.S Senator campaign
graduation from RIC she intends to
The average amount of time we
pursue a career in either law or reporters spend on preparing and
public service.

Semi-Finalist
in HarryTruman
Scholarship
Carolyn Gonzales, a Sociology
Major at RIC, has been named a
national semi-finalist in the Harry
S. Truman Scholarship program.
Ms. Gonzales, a 25 year old junior,
is one of onlv two Rhode Islanders
who has ea.rned that distinction.

The Scholarship, awarded by the
Harry S. Truman Foundation,
includes a $20,000 scholarship to
the grand prize winner along with a
government
internship
in
Washington, D.C. Ms. Gonzales
and the other semi-finalists will be

Ms. Gonzales says that she will
work for "systematic,
nonmilitant, constructive change to
benefit the Hispanic population."
She credited her direction in life to
"the female faculty who were role
models and made me aware of m:-,
potential as a person.'' Asked if she
had any male role models, she
said. "Yes, Jesus Christ"
Greg M
Carolyn Gonzales, semi-£inalist in the Harry S. Truman Scholarship
program.

Photo by Pat Nasby.

Marcel Desrosiers
Charles Arent
Gail Sancho
Kate Cross
Pat Nasby
Steve Sullivan
Marian Avakian
Jane Murphy
Barbara Sharkey
Lyn Ucci

writing our articles is eight hours a
week, many, including our devoted
Editor-in-Chief spend double or
even triple that number. Some
writers have part-time jobs, while
still others are immersed in other
interests such as sports or politics.
When we attempted to gain
academic credit, we were told we
could get credit, but with the
stipulation that faculty supervision
be employed.
We reluctantly
refused their offer for fear our
objectively
may have been
jeopardized. In spite of this sad
result, I still wish the sports participants the best.
If the varsity and junior varsity
players get academic credit, it
should work thusly: the three
credits should go toward their
major for Physical Education
students; and should be counted as
electives for people with other
majors. I realize this is purely
hypothetical. the teams will have
to unite and work inexorable to
attain their goal.

Greg Markley

Dear Editor:
In res pons? to the article ( Feb. 8,
the wrestlers be
given credit for their time? , I can
only hope that if and when a
decis10n is made it will affect not
only the wrestlers but participants
of other sports ( men as well as
women)
As a member of the current
Cross-country team, I have given
much lime and effort with only
self-satisfaction as a result. For all
thosP who narticin;:itp in varsitv
1977l "Should

sports at RIC the results are
development of mind and body, as
well as promoting the name of our
institution.
In response to your question,
YES, credits should be given to the
wrestlers
and all the other
athletes, on all the other varsity
sports! When giving credits to one,
don't forget the rest.
Dan Fanning
68 Forbes St.
Prov. R. I. 02908

RIC Prof
Authors Textbook
Dr. Herbert R Winter, professor
of political science at Rhode Island
College, is the senior co-author of a
textbook for
new introductory
political science students. With
J. Bellows of the
Thomas
L niversity of Arkansas, Dr. Winter
has written People and Politics:
Introduction to Political
:\n
Science.
Published by the John Wiley
the book became
Company,
available on January 7. According
to Dr. Winter the introductory
course in political science is the
second largest college course
taught in the l'nited States. More
than 200,000students will take 1t in
the coming year. Wilev is an international publisher ~1th branand
ches in Canada, Britain
Australia as well as the United
States. The book will also be
marketed in these countries.

book is organized on the systems
What this
analysis approach.
means is that he and Bellows have
taken patterns which exist in
common among nations and
analyzed ways in which the patterns are similar and how they
differ. The preface to the book
outlines the concept this way:
"Three major themes underlie our
discussion: ( 1) that the various
inare
processes
political
terrelated; (2J that all countries
political
share some similar
characteristics, and (3! that all
political systems are subject to
systems
change. Emphasizing
analysis and pluralism, we have
explained the political processes in
terms of interacting groups and
none of which are
forces,
autonomous."
Winter pointed out that the book
1s very current. President Jimmy
Carter is included. There is also c
chapter on political v10le9ce. H·!
hasn't seen such material included
te::t
111 any other introductory
previously, he said

Winter, who has spent six years
ting the book, observed that
many introductory texts have been
written by scholars at the more
prestigious univers1t1es. Too often,
he feels. they are written as if they
Liberally illustrated with photos,
were aimed at the type of student cartoons, drawmgs, maps, charts,
w'lo attends such schools Texts and graphs, the book includes an
with such an orientation are not annotated list of selected readings
always suitable to students with following each chapter. It sells for
and $12.95.
the sort of background
preparation which is typically
found at smaller colleges and state
Winter, a member of the R.I.C.
colleges.
faculty since 1963, earned his BA
degree at Augustana College in
So Winter and Bellows aimed H,ock Island, Illinois. He received
his MA and Ph.D. degrees from the
their book at the "average"
reader. Winter explained that their Ulliversity of Iowa in Iowa City.
\In

AND POLITICS· A!'\, INTRODUCTION
on his new book, PE0PLE
Expounding
Herber, R. Winter.
SCIENCE, is Rhode Island College Professor of political science Dr.

TO POLITICAi

SEXANDSELF:
TheViewFromOurSide
"What do they do down there??
How can anyone walk through that
blue door that says, SEX InforSerReferral
and
mation
vice!!'!!,!"
The door is still intact. No one
has walked "through" it yet, but
contrary to popular belief many
individuals have opened the door
and walked in to find staff members that can help them with a
problem. The fact is that the
number of students who have
utilized our service has tripled
since last year.
Myth - Masturbation causes
acne.
Fact - False
Myth - They tell you "how to"
down at S.I.R.S.
Fact- It is our belief that "how
to" is a personal experience, not to
be infringed upon by anyone.
Myth - They tell you what you
"ought" to do.
Fact - Staff members do not tell
individuals what to do. They are
trained to counsel, listen, refer,
answer questions with the right
information and facts.
Myth - Not many people go in
there or cal I.
Fact - The number of drop-ins
and phone calls have tripled in a
year.
The staff at S.I.R.S. are volunbv
trained
students,
teer
in the areas o·f
professionals
human sexuality and counselling
Such topics as venereal disease,
birth control, pregnancy, sex roles,
homosexuality, and abortion are
covered. The student volunteers
are people like you, but are trained
to listen and respond to an individuals feelings cmpathically,
and responsibly.
accurately,
Caution is exercised to avoid value
judgments.

free of charge. Many students have
taken advantage of the books that
we have available on various areas
of sexuality for term papers.
Sex Information and Referral
Service was established for the
benefit of R.I.C. students. An
essential goal is to help students
accept and understand their own
sexuality. Thus, our basic premise
There is no question about the is that sex and sexuality are
need for people to be informed normal, healthy, and positive
of each individual's
about sexual matters. SIRS is an aspects
lifestyle.
operated
student
on-campus,
Located under Donovan Dining
helping agency. Our main purpose
or phone 521-7568; S.I.R.S.
Center,
and
g
counsellin
peer
of
that
1s
staff is available to help you.
factual information on sexuality.
- Fran Stahlbush
Booklets, pamphlets, and handCoordinator (Sl.R.S.)
outs are available to RIC students

Sex Information and Referral
Service is inundated with phone
calls and drop-ins concerning all
aspects of sexuality. Three main
themes could be derived from the
questions: (1) a great number of
misconceptions; (2) lack of actual
(3) a lack of
knowledge;
knowledge of available resources.

SEX
Information and Ref err al
Service
(S.I.R.S.)
Hours For Your Convenience
Monday thru Thurs. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Facts -

Referrals

-

Peer Counseling-

Discussion
Located

Under

Dono, an

Drop in or Call 521-7568
Fran Stahlbush, Co-ordinator

MediaClubReorganizes;

ns rge
ProductioEme
T.V. NewsandCreative
Recently, the Media Club has undergone several structural changes
that have resulted in the emergence of RIC's television news programs,
Forum, as the only remaining member of now-defunt Media Club. Under
a new constituion, the news program will be called RIC TV News, and a
new organization,RIC Creative Productions will function as a sister
organization. The new consitution was approved by student parliament,
and efforts are underway to relocate funds appropriated for the Radio
and Film Theater last year.
In an interview, Craig Carter, Forum president, explained that
under the new consitution, the name of the new organization will be "RIC
Forum Club." The reason for the reorganization, he indicated, was that
the sole member of the Radio Club was fired because he didn't do
anything to promote the Radio Club's well-being. Also, Ken Juber, a
driving force behing the Theater Film division of the defunt Media Club
graduated in December, so as of the beginning of the semester the only
division left was the television news program, Forum.

CreativeProduction
Forum's new sister organization, RIC Creative Productions was
established to serve a variety of needs. Craig said Creative Productions
will be available to produce documentaries comedies and dramatic
productions. He pointed out that the new organization will be at the
disposal of anybody who is interested in acting out a script they wrote, or
documenting a news event to be taped and stored for use at a later time,
such as a class period. Craig mentioned that the purpose of Creative
Productions is not so much to tape Theater Department productions as it
is to record and produce plays, comedies and documentaries created
specifically for television. There are several departments to which
RICCP could be particularly helpful, Craig said. One is the English
Department, which could use a RICCP as a public forum for scripts that
people in the department write. Craig called Creative Productions "a
medium for producing creative ideas other than live theater." He said
that cameras, air time and people with expertise are all now available to
the RIC community. He dubbed Creative Productions "an incredible
asset."

RICTV NewsGoesToWashington
Also of interest is Forum's recent expedition to the Jan. 20
presidential inauguration in Washington, D.C.
Four people from RIC's Forum traveled to Washington to cover the
Inauguration of Jimmy Carter as the 39th President of the United States.
The trip was financed by a grant of $450from the Department of Communications -Theater. The money paid for a rented car for the trip, tolls,
meals and admission to various events. The group gained admission to
several rather exclusive events while they were in the nation's capitol.
Forum attended the inaugural ball at the Pension Building and was
granted entrance to the President's reception for the Georgia delegation.
(Con't. on Page 5)
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Pat Santos. disco queen, swmgs to tne music.
Photo by Charles Arent

What's Going On!!
Were you aware that the programming staff has been having a
special Wednesday night series? It is being held weekly down at the
Rathskeller and has been drawing quite a bit of interest.
This last week saw a successful disco dance night featuring instruction of the latest dances - also a lot of fun. If you missed out don't be
upset, though, because there is plenty of other good entertainment and
fun in the weeks to come.
Next week there will be a break in the series but the program will
return the following Wednesday with a great group called FOREST.
Forest is a throw-back band which brings back nostalgic memories to
their audience. They have a heavy repertoire of Beatles and Beachboy
music and play many of the other great oldie stuff.
Wednesday is definitely the night for mid-week fun. The Rath ain't
what it used to be; it's better.

Dance with me, I want to be your partner.
Photo by Charles Arent

DR. SWEET INTERVIEW PART II
Thisis the continuation
of the AnchorInterviewwith Dr. SweetPart 1 in lastweek'sAnchor.
ANCHOR: How does RIC compare
ticipant since 1959. From 1959 until
with Metropolitan State University
1971 I was associated very directly
where you are now?
as a faculty member and as an
DR. SWEET: One is more con- administrator
with institutions
scious
of
contrasts
than
that have the same historical
similarities.
Metropolitan State
background as RIC. They were
does not have a campus. We created as normal schools, they
operate as an institution serving
became
colleges
of teacher
the
entire
seven-county
education,
they then became
metropolitan area of some two straight-forward,
multi-purpose
million inhabitants, but we do so by liberal art colleges. In fact, in the
using facilities that we lease, rent period from 1969 to 1971 I was the
and borrow. We serve a student
chief academic officer here in
body that averages in the mid- Minnesota for the state college
thirties, but ranges from the early
system which consisted of six such
twenties on up into the seventies
institutions. It's only been since
and eighties. It is an older adult
1971 that I've been associated as
population that we were designed
president
and as founding
to serve. The majority of our president of State Metropolitan
students - 75 per cent - hold full University And in that time since
time jobs. They are people who 1971, I have continued to be an
have completed the first two years
active participant in what is now
of college or its equivalent and this the Minnesota State University
means that we are an upper-level
System, the other six institutions
educational institution. We offer are very similar to RIC. I have
only the Bachelor of Arts degree.
been in day-long meetings two or
Our faculty consists of full time,
three times a month in which most
professional educators - we have
of the discussion was given over to
about twenty-five of those people the problems and needs of inwe have in addition some threestitutions like RIC. So I think it is
hundred people from throughout
fair to say I am reasonably
the community who are not af- familiar with institutions such as
filiated with the instituion in a RIC.
permanent
way but are our
ANCHOR: Do you have any
community faculty. About 50 per
specific goals? I know you have
cent of the learning students do,
they do outside the sponsorship of some plans that are more general
and relate to RI as a community,
the university.
but do you have anything more
specific in terms of objectives and
ANCHOR: Do you envision any
goals at RIC?
problems in making the transition
DR. SWEET: I have some general
to a college that serves ..
impressions
of things which
DR. SWEET: I have been in higher
represent
possibilities
for the
education as a professional par-

future of the college. They are by
no means written in concrete, but
one of my impressions is that the
work at the Urban Education
Center is expandable. This is an
operating
agency
that
has

"I think we must
broaden our
concept of what it
means to be
learned."
Dr. Sweet

of the teachers of RI. I want to see
us develop in concert with those
teachers, a very strong in-service
education program that will see to
it that teachers are kept as abreast
of their profession
as other
professions now require their
members to do. I want to see RIC
become a national leader in inservice professional education for
teachers and administrators in the
elementary and secondary schools.
I don't know whether additional
degrees are necessary to do this, or
whether it is simply a matter of
providing opportunities
of the
highest quality that are of themselves attractive to these teachers.
That is another maJor area of
potential service for the college. I
also have high hopes that the
college will be a major focal point
for service to the community, and
that it will be a major partner with
the community in defining needs
and objectives and then in using
that magnificent RIC faculty as a
major resource in meeting the
needs of th€ community. Every
urban community has a great need
for the kinC:of trained, disciplined
intelligence
that
a faculty
represents. J hope to see the
college become a major source of
community service of this kind, in
addition to the community service
that is already performed by a
faculty simply by virtue of its
teaching the next generation of
civic leaders.

potential for reaching far more
students than it presently reaches.
I'll be exploring the possibility of
doing that. Secondly, I hope to see
the college identify new programs
that build on the strengths of the
teacher education program, now
that the teacher
education
program
must
necessarily
decrease, decline because of the
declining demand for it. Much
more can be done in the
management arts and sciences as
these relate to management in the
private
sector,
of business
organizations, and as it relates to
the public sector at the national,
state, local and regional levels. So I
would anticipate trying to explore
the expansion of these. I think that
RIC has a major responsibility for
the quality of education in the ANCHOR: Do you have any parphilosophy
towards
elementary and secondary schools, ticular
having trained a very large portion students? Ho"v do you maintain a

rapport? How do you approach
students?
DR. SWEET: First of all I start
with the conviction that students
must begin early on, even in the
secondary and elementary schools,
but certainly in higher education to
have responsibility
for and
authority over their own education.
My goal is to devise policies and
procedures and to find personnel
who can make that commitment
work, and to make it work in such a
way that students
use their
responsibility and authority to
achieve a qualitatively high level
in their education. I'm committed
to excellence in student performance,
but it's a multidimensional excellence. I do not
think there is only one way of
evaluating the performance of
students. I think we must broaden
our concept of what it means to be
learned. Too often we have a
narrow dcademic definition of
what it means to be learned, only to
discover that that definition is not
terribly useful to students outside
academic institutions. It is my
intention to conduct an administration of the college which is
open and accessible to students,
that is dedicated
to serving
students. As far as my personal
behavior is concerned, I will try to
be physically available and accessible to students. I'll try to be a
physically accessible presence on
the campus. I am a bit concerned
about the existence of something
called power tower. The implication seems to be that perhaps
<Con't. on Page
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Dr. Sweet ...
( Con't. from Page 4)

maJor
have
who
those
management responsibility for the
institution are clustered together
in isolation. I don't know whether
that in fact is the case, I just have
heard the term. I'm not talking
about physical location. I do not
want in practice a power tower. I
want a dispersal of accessibility
across the campus as far as
students are concerned, as far as
faculty is concerned, as far as staff
is concerned. One of the things I
feel most strongly about is that
people, our society, the State of
Rhode Island, has created RIC in
order for teaching and learning to
flourish. It did not create RIC in
order for presidents and vicepresidents and deans to flounsh
Without the teaching and learning
flourishing there 1s no need for
presidents and vice-presidents and
deans. Consequently we are there
to serve and service is defined m
to the
what we contnbute
flourishing of teaching and learning. RIC isn't even created in
order for faculty to flourish. It is
created in order to serve students
That commitment will characterize. I hope, everything I do and
say in relation to the college during
my presidency. To be very con
(Tete about it, I will set aside a
portion of time everv week when
students can drop 1~tu the office

"It is my intention
to conduct an
administration
which is open and
to
accessable
students, that is
to
dedicated
servin~ students."
Dr. Sweet
without appointments. There will
be a major portion of a day, that is
two or three hours of a day that will
be set aside for students to drop in
to talk with me about anything that
they want to talk to me about and
they will not need an appointment.
That will be one of the most inviolable periods on my calendar.
My intention is to eat lunch every
day that I'm on campus either with

MixedDrinksFavored

the students m the student center,
or with the faculty in the faculty
center, and I will rotate between
the two.
\:\CHOR: Do you see the position
of president of RIC as one you
would maintain for a long period of
lime, or do you see it as something
you might hold onto for only five or
six years?
DR. SWEET: I think that one
should plan to serve a minimum of
five years, in a presidency That is
what I have done here. I think
that's an absolute minimum to
have any kind of an impact.
Beyond that I think it depends on
whether one can contribute to the
of the
continued development
institution, in a creative way, or
whether it isn't time for someone
else to bring in a breath of fresh
nir That's not a decision a
president should make bv himself.
That's a decision a •president
should make in consultation with
the
associates,
his principle
facully the students, and particularly the board of regents
That's exactly what I intend to do,
providing they want me to stay
that long. And obviously, it is the
judgement of the board of regents
and of the sub-board •or post
secondary education as to hov. long
I'll slaj. My plan is that I would not
even consider coming 1f I did not
sta} a minimum of five years and I
think that is a minimum. In the
case of RIC I don't know how long l
can continue to be of effective
service, but I don't want lo stay
beyond the point of which I am
providing effective leadership for
the institution.
,\:\CHOR: Do you have :rnything
you'd like to add, or comment on?
DH. 1;\\ EET: I am eager to be
among you I'm looking forward to
putting this time ! interim l to good
use in getting to know the college
better. I should also say that I'm
very appreciative of the messages
I've received from vano11s people
at the college and from the State of
Rhode Island. There ha\'e been a
number of letters that have come
from people in the community that
have been very supportive and I
very much appreciate that. I think
1t is very kind of people to respond
in the way they have. Not only in
letters, but my visit there was a
continuing source of renewal and
The warmth with
inspiration.
which Arlene and Joslin and Karen
and I were received was outstanding and we're all very eager
to make the move and become part
of the RIC community.

-Steve

Pc1ge,;
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'\ Student Act1vit1es-sponsored
telephone poll of campus attitudes
toward the serving of mixed drinks
in the Rathskeller shows that the
majority of .students and faculty
and staff favor such a proposal.
Student Activities office will
forward the results to the administration in an effort to have
mixed drinks served in the "Rat."
The names of those polled were
selected at random. Of the students
questioned, ninety per cent said
they favored serving mixed drinks.
Fifty-one per cent favored drinks
being served at any time and fortyfive preferred that mixed rinks be
served only after four p .m. or when
classes are not in session.
Of the faculty-staff respondents,
sixty-six per cent favored serving
drinks. Forty-four per cent of these
mixed drinks being
preferred
served after four or when classes
are not meetmg, and thirty-six per
cent favored drinks being offered
anytime Fifteen per cent of the
faculty and staff questioned were
against mixed drinks being served
in the "Rat" at any time.
The results of the poll will be
presented to the administration as
"justification" for serving mixed
drinks. This will be the second
presentation of the proposal.

Midterms Are Coming!!
Polish up your readingand study
skills with a FREEmini-course.
Mini-Courses include:
THE TEXTBOOK
TACKLING
READING
VERSATILE
IMPROVEMENT
VOCABULARY
NOTE TAKING
TEST TAKING
FOR THE GRE AND
PREPARING
SCHOOL EXAMS.
PROFESSIONAL
NEW SECTIONS of these courses begin
next week.
Call 456-8070 or drop in to see us-

SERVICES
READING
COLLEGE
Craig-lee224
P .S. A free rapid reading class will also be
so
given this spring. Enrollment is limited
apply now.

M.H

FILMED
EVER
ADVENTURE
EXCITING
MOST
THE

GRANDEUR
INAllITSSPECTACULAR
RETURNS
The story of Zhivagoa man torn between
his love for his
wife and the
passionate
and tender
Lara ... told
against the
flaming
background
of revolution.

WINNER1

OF6

ACADEMY
AWARDS!

Sullivan

Media Club
( Con't. from Page

:o

Forum also covered a speech by Vice President Mondale at the Hilton.
Craig said that Forum was one of only four television crews to be allowed
into the reception for the Georgians. The other three crews we~~ from
CBS, ABC. and NBC. Craig called the trip ·•a learning ex_penence. A one
hour television documentary dealing with the inaugurat10n m planned.
will use the film that the Forum people shot in Washington, D.C. Craig
added that Forum obtained more press passes than any other college or
university in the nation.

H

Bud~etary Problems
During the mterview, Craig mentioned that Forum was fighting an
uphill battle to try and obtain new and rented equipment at low rate~. One
problem they have is that their itemized budget requests a_re subJect to
state bidding, and due to the low demand for telev1s10n equipment m R1,
prices here are higher. Craig pointed out that a portable battery for the
cameras rents in Rhode Island at a cost per three months of $65. In New
York, the same battery can be rented for the same period of lime for
only$15. Forum is looking into the possibility of renting directly from New
York.
Forum is also trying to reallocate some money so they can purchase
a sorelv needed piece of equipment. called a switcher This would enable
Forum.to move from one camera shot to another without splicmg tape. It
could be done on location. and could be momtered. The switcher sells for
$550111RI. and $350in :\'Y. according to Crai 5
Forum 1s trying to negotiate a waiver of a rule that says that momes
musf be used only as designated m 1tem1zed budget requests If this is
accomplished, $475 allocated to the defunt Radio Club could be put in a
general budge category la bled "capital improvements_," and spent on the
switcher. The waiver would allow Forum more mdependence and
freedom. Craig said.
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RIC Junior Captures
Irene R.yan Prize
Kathleen Mahoney, a Rhode
Island College junior, of 30
Eldredge Avenue, East Greenwich, has won the $500 Irene Ryan
scholarship award. The scholarship, created by the late actress
who gained national recognition in
her role in the TV comedy The
Beverly Hillbillies, was awarded at
Regional
the New England
Festival of the American College
Theatre Festival. Auditions for the
prize were held in Durham, New

Hampshire at the University
February
New Hampshire
through 5.

of
3

Ms. Mahoney was selected from
among twenty-six college actors
and actresses from throughout ti.~
New England area. As winner of
the New England regional award
she will automatically take part in
auditions on April 10 at the
Eisenhower Theatre, Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in

Washington, D.C. for a national
Irene Ryan Scholarship. Two $2000
scholarships will be awarded to the
successful competitors at this
audition.
At RIC Ms. Mahoney has a
double major - art and theatre.
During her three years at the
college she has appeared in a
number of plays including The
Roar of the Greasepaint, Tiie Smell
of the Crowd, The Effect of
Gamma Rays on Man In The Moon
Marigolds, You Can't Take It With
You and The Hobbit.

She has also been very active in
RIC's Children's Theatre and is a
member of the RIC Dance Company as well. Of her varied activities she observes, "It's difficult
if you have a lot of interests. I'm
into dance, art, and theatre.
Theatre sums up a lot of interests,
so I think I'll be directing my
energies toward theatre." She
hopes for a professional career.
She added, "I'm not unrealistic
about it. I know that I may be
waitressing a year before I get into
something."
To win the scholarship, Ms.
Mahoney did two scenes, one from
Crime on Goat Island and the other
from Tooth of Crime. Prior to her
audition she shared her thoughts
on the process. "I feel I have a
good attitude about auditions in
general," she said. However, she
also observed, "They are pretty
grueling experiences.''
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Mahoney of 3416 West Shore
Road, Warwick, she is a graduate
of Prout Memorial High School.

In a scene from
Rhode Island College's
production of CRIME
ON

GOAT

ISLAND

Mahoney
Kathleen
confronts
(right)
Susan Zeitlin. Ms.
40
of
Mahoney
Avenue,
Eldredge
a
East Greenwich,
junior at RIC, won the
Irene Ryan scholarship award of $500.
RIC Photos by
Gordon E. Rowley

faith
i have been on icy paths
and returned undamaged by luck
but the minister's wife,
choir
from
returning
practice
has trespassed on some
avenue
and broken her thick-boned
ankle.
- Linda Haelsen

REVIEW:
PREVIEW

Dream"faith
"Everybody's
Last Wednesday, Feburary 9,
PRISM presented a preview of
David Jenness' World Premier of
"Everybody's Dream." The lead
character is a very gentle man
named Dick Everybody. The play
is, of course, his dream. Sound
simple enough? Don't be fooled.
"Simple" is one thing this play
definitely is not. Through the

combined talents of playwright
David Jenness, Director, Michael
Ducharme, as well as the cast in
excellent form, the audience was
left with much to think about.
The state was placed in the
center of Roberts Little Theatre,
with the audience on opposite
sides, facing each other. Often,
during the play, different con-

versations took place on either side
of the stage. What was seen quite
literally depended upon where you
were sitting.
dream is
• Dick Everybody's
about many things, but mostly on
hope. Dick wanders through his
dream, trying to find out what is
going on, and why all these people
are treating each other with
cruelty or indifference. Whenever
he confronts someone to ask them
why, they treat him also with
cruelty or indifference; still he
hopes. Somehow he knows that if
he can just get people back on the

right track, they will be okay.
Larry Loverde gives the character
of Dick an excellent treatment. We
can follow him throughout the
sometimes confusing parts of the
play, when there are two or three
different scenes taking place
simultaneously. We can share in
his confusion, frustration, and
dilemma. This comes through
strongly, and can be attributed as
much to Jenness' writing, as to
Loverde's performance.
There were so many fine
moments in this play, that it's
difficult to single out one or two

scenes or performances. Elizabeth
Popiel was very moving as the
silent girl, having to rely on her
physical expressions to tell her
story; she was excellent. Other
performers who stood out were:
Stephen
C. Johnson,
Peter
DeAngelis, Tomi-Lee Broadbent,
and Mary Lou Chisolm. Part of the
beauty of this play lies in the
diversity of the characters, and the
understanding of them by the
players. With the great variety of
types of persons in this play, it is
almost impossible to not be able to
(Con't. on Page 7)
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GEORGEMARKS
A Theory

daddy It was the Ice-age
that drew us apart
Things larger than we
have made us
you and me
where we were once one mountain
we are now two cliffs
and the melted Intruder still
runs between us
grinning at the sun (as winners will)
and you and i
we can only be good neighbors
-

by Linda Haelsen

Image Company Creates
Its Own Special World
by Eric Edwards
The Woods Hole Theater Co.
sponsored "Vitazko the Victorious"
this past weekend, a fable play
adapted and produced by the Image
Hayward
Co. of Providence.
Chappell. Jacqueline Cohen and
David Sargent make up the com- !
pany. and they do everything from
the sets to the music to the acting.
The play 1s a Slavic folk story,
geared for children but with all the
underlying motives and archetypal
connicts that have come to be
recognized as thoroughly "adult"
by analysts of such material.
Because of this conventional
wisdom that folk tales are complex.
one expects to see companies do
them in either an overwrought
ps)cholog1cal mode or a laundered
verand powerless "children's"
sion Thankfully, the Image Co.
avoided this dilemma most of the
time Its weakest moments occurred when the laundering tende,1cy crept in There was never
any attempt to psychologize.
One of the criteria for accepting a
play like this is that it creates its
own special world which the
audience enters into. This was
successfully achieved in "Vitazko"
in a number of ways. An original
ensemble style set, was one. This
( Review taken from
The Falmouth Enterprise,
11-30-76.)
will
the Victorious"
"Vitazko
be shown in two performances
Brown
House,
at Churchill
Saturday,
on
University
26, at 2:00 p.m and
February
7:30 p.m. $1.25 for children,
$1.50 for students, and $1.75 for
adults. Send a check and selfenvelope
stamped
addressed
Athenaeum,
Providence
to:
251 Benefit Street, Prov., R.I.
02903. Tickets will be limited :>t
by
Sponsored
door.
the
&
Athenaeum
Providence
Brown U.

NOTICE
Portfolioprints
poetry,prose,reviews,
artwork,
photographs,
andall other
of an
expressions
artisticnature.
Studentinputgets
first priority. This
to you.
pagebelongs

Technical Director at RIC

on Divorce

made a tiny sell-contained world
out of which the actors appeared in
and
their variety of character
engaged the audience As a result
the audience was required to
visualize most of the detail of a
scene. The power of this necessity
apis especially
to imagine
The
to folk tales.
propriate
stylization of the set also provides a
peculiar logical system in which a
marvelous flying horse can be
made out of a tricycle, or actors can
change character or work puppets
in plain \'iew This does not d!sturb
the attention on the story The
action emanates out of the set
IO\\ards the audience, so that there
1s a tacit bond between cast and
\'1ewer. The workings of the
macmne are in full view, and they
make the goings on both safe and
functional.
The acting was generally pleasing Jacqueline Cohen was convincing m her roles. Each of her
had an individuated
characters
nuance, with or without a mask
( lovely masks are used throughout
the playl Hayward Chappell was
both sympathetic and grotesquely
funny as V1t.azko. He grows v1sibJy
more bewildered and weary as his
tasks mount. David Sargent helped
play some nice weird musical
accompaniment and had a marvelous voice in his role of Sharkan
the Dragon (amongst his other
dragons).
The company hopes to take this
play around to the schools in SouthDragons
eastern \lassachusetts
never say d!e.

scenery 1s bwlt on time and ac
cording to the specifications of the
By
all conI engineer
designer
struction and manage the technical
assistants."
David G. Payton
Marks has designed the set for
RIC Theatre
the upcoming
The
production,
Department
by
Lady's Not For Burning,
Christopher Fry. The play is being
Marks is not always
directed by Dr. P. W. Hutchinson,
and condesigning
Managing Director of the RIC
structing however. Of
of whom
Theatre Department,
his teaching he says,
Marks says, "Dr. Hutchinson is
"One of my main goals
He
didactic.
not
basically
discusses things and is willing to while I am here at RIC
is to turn out at least a
Marks received his B.F.A. in listen to other viewpoints. The
couple of really good
from the theatre department, as a whole,
Theatre
Technical
technical students.''
University of Rhode Island in June has a lot of energy and is not afraid
1972 and in November 1973 he to be innovative."
Since his contract runs from
Concerning his design he says,
designed and built the set for an
1
September to June and he never
• off, off Broadway showcase rock "It's a period piece but I have not likes to remain idle he has
it with a literal
: musical entitled Inner City. He has approached
already made plans for the months
worked as a forger in a steel mill, a historical translation of the year of
August.
and
July
is
set
the
Consequently,
1652.
; home construction worker and a
"This summer I will be working in
designed with some fragmentary
! carpenter for R.I.'s Trinity Square
on a National
Nova Scotia
'Repertory Company. In September scenery and some frame structure
Educational Television production
rather than exact representation of
1976 he was hired as Faculty
of The Scarlet Letter. But right
Technical Director at RIC and he actual buildings. It's going to be an now my main concern is with The
with
approach
environmental
says, "I have been teaching
Lady's Not For Burning, which will
courses in technical theatre as well entrances and exits made through run from February 23 through
• as being technical director for the aisles and there will even be February 26. ''
major productions on campus. villagers in the lobby selling fruit
Performances of The Lady's Not
That means I make sure all the and ale from their carts."
For Burning will be held at 8: 15
p.m. every evening in Roberts Hall
IN HIS ELEMENT. Surrounded by the tools or his trade, George Main Theatre on the RIC campus.
Marks displays a model or the set he is designing for the upcoming Rhode General admission is $3.00, facultyIsland College Theatre production "The Lady's Not For Burning." The staff is $2.50 and RIC students is
$1.25. For reservations call the RIC
RIC production will run from February 23 through 26.
RIC Photos by Gordon E. Rowley Box Office at 456-8144.
"When you design a show it has
to be a compilation of many
says George
people's ideas,"
Marks of 1068 Kingstown Road,
Wakefield, Technical Director at
Rhode Island College. "I have
found that in different theatres
some directors are such strong
that they tell the
individuals
designer what to create. There are
also directors who will listen and
try to develop good rapport with
their co-creators. I have found it
best to be prepared to work with
both types of individuals."

-~"
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identify with at least one of them.
From that point, the fine performers can just take you with
them and make you feel one with
them.
That't how I judge quahty. When
someone's creation can inspire
it truly
thought or emotion,
deserves to be called a work of art.
This play does both. After each
performance, the audience was
invited to remain and talk with
David Jenness and the company.
Jenness was a joy to listen to, and
the cast proved beyond any doubt
that the success of the play was not
accidental. Each player was not
only involved in what he or she
were doing, but with what the rest
of the cast was doing as well. If you
you
missed this performance,
missed something very special. I
hope that Prism and Jenness will
collaborate again soon to give us
another very interesting evening.
by Anne Walsh

:·
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Dream"
"Everybody's
< Con't.
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All the world is frozen
into a single biting block of ice
and cares no longer for activity
because it is just too cold.
One lingers and waits because
the bed is too cold to climb into
and the clothes in the closet
carry the breath of frost upon
them ...
The clouds made on the breath
where it always
are Antarctic,
freezes.
to
for the weather
Waiting
change,
the world looks like a highly
polished
silver service, after the last
ice storm.
world
thaw
the
from
The

is

waiting
former

for
bitter

a

glaciers left
an
with
behind
...
ministration

old

ad-

the fear of old people to
climb from
outside their hermitages,
food
extra
with
patched
stamps for lack
oil. .. whispering,
of heating
"spring will
come ... spring will be here ... "
It's

isn't it always that we
know
when
is beginning
change
small shoots
through
way
their
push
stubborn earth,
intheir
in
indomitable
sistence, like
the cry of a newborn in the
midst of a
frozen huddle?

And

K.C.

My Nova Scotian grandfather
to all
is a man analogous
natural things.
he mined the
And, naturally,
coal
and climbed the poles
and ranched and drank,
and cut the trees
and drinks today and sings
Grandpa, sinewy and tough as
all the years
that tried to break his Nova
Scotian back,
arm
down
you
pull
will
wrestling
and grin through his own teeth
while you wonder how
the old man's hair
could stay a natural black.
by Bill Hollingworth
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COUPON

WhoKilled J.F.K.?
CouldIt HaveBeenLaB,J.?

50¢

T""'

w,.....

OFFANYURGEPIZZAz
0

Coupon

by JosephAndrewJacksonGuest

Lt)

SEND FOR THIS BOOK

$

5°0

M
EXP.

FREE DELIVERY

FEB. 22, '77

COUPON

Per Copy

50¢

the
to
payable
check
your
Send
COMPANY by
PUBLISHING
COLUMBUS
AIR MAIL (25 cents postage each half oz.)
PUBLISHING
COLUMBUS
THE
to
5150, El
Postal
Apartado
COMPANY,
South
Santa Marta, Colombia,
Rodadero,
America and we will rush you your copy by
return Air Mail.
The Author is also available
Engagements.

a.n

:r:: I
Q. M

per Pizza

ADDRESS

Price US

Lt)

,,-

PIZZA~~
OFFANYLARGE

1 Coupon

~

per Pizza

M
Lt)

M

ADDRESS
FREE DELIVERY

EXP.

FEB. 22, '77

DOMINO'S PIZZA

Hot, Fast, Free Delivery

for Speaking

353-5511

__

Open 7 Days
4:30 p.m. to 1 :00 a.m.
Sun-Thurs
Fri and Sat - 4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Get Some
Experience

-

VOLUNTEER

Do you know any older people,
maybe your grandparents who are
lonely? Who could really use a
decent meal three days a week? Do
they have skills or an inner desire
to contribute to a responsive group
of people their own age? Would
they like to go on trips and add a
little entertainment to their l:ves?
If so, do your older friends a favor,
and tell them about the Salvation
Army Community Center and its
Adult Living Program located at
Trinity Square. The center is
looking for more seniors and are
very much concerned with helping
to meet the needs of this group. The
center is open Tuesday, Thursday,
and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
If interested, please contact Mary
Buckley, Senior Program Manager
at 421-1116.You don't have to be a
Salvationist to join.

Raising the
Drinking Age

DATE:

FEB 22

TIME:

11 - 1 :30

LOCATION: STUDENT CTR

Are you old enough to drink?
This may not be as ridiculous a
question as you think. There may
soon be a new state law in R.I.
raising the legal drinking age.
Representatives Ward and Quinn
have introduced a bill in the House
that would raise the age to twenty.
The bill (77H-5055)is now in the
Judiciary Committee. The idea
behind the legislation is twofold: to
reduce teenage alcoholism and the
acnumber of alcohol-related
cidents among teenagers. Right
now, eighteen year olds can legally
buy liquor - more important is the
fact that they can also buy it for
their younger friends who aren't
old enough yet. The law would by
these
eliminate
no means
problems, but it would alleviate
them.
This is the third time this bill has
been proposed; it has died in the
both
Committee
Judiciary
Last year,
times.
previous
however, the vote was close and it
caused some controversy within •
the committee. This year it may
reach the House floor for a vote. If
passed and signed by the governor,
the law will go into effect next
January.
Michael Murran
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What You Read Here ls Official
(and it might also be important).

persorol

Lookingfor Logo
APPLICATIONS FOR FINANCIAL AID must be
postmarked by March 1st. All applications received after
this date are put on a 'late-arrival' list and are considered
only after those received on time. Forms for aid are
available in the Financial Aid Office, Career Development
Center, 050 Craig Lee.

r1uiice

]------------

Prone

AttentionAll Student Employees
ALL STt:DE:\T EMPLOYEES. There will be a shift in
the :\larch pay day. Due to tight processing schedules.
student employee checks will be available on March 17,
rather than March 10. Time cards wi!l still be due on
:\'larch 2.

Roommate wanted
\\ \:\TED.
l:'~as..s1de, $50 00 plus utilities. Call
l61 0038 anytime
c\A:\'fE:i..>. House rn Edgewood,
:2 males v.anted 3rd
Cranston
··oommate. ~~115.nonth - winter
otl :~ ,,edroom place. Brad or Sal
after .3.00 ,it 941-0243.
\\ A:--.;TED. Instruments wanted.
\nything. Old or unusual electric
amps Phone· 272-8869
typist,
Statistical
WAl\'TED:
Cranston Job involves the acc.:urate typing of lists of numbers;
Job No.
billing and ordering
PT329.
Aide.
Teacher
WANTED:
person
Upperclass
Greenville.
majoring in Early Childhood Ed;
also with music ability Job No. PT
329.

Applicationsfor FinancialAid
The Sociology-Social Welfare student reoresentatives
are sponsoring a logo contest. We would like to create a logo
for Social Welfare which could be used as bumper stickers
buttons, or decals. We would appreciate your creative ideas
in helping us create an image for the department. Please
placi> )OUr ideas in the student representatives mailbox on
the 4th floor of Craig-Lee by Thursday, March 31st.
Debbie Hall-Soc. Dept.

WANTED
CO-ORDINATOR
PROGRAM
for RhodeIsland CollegeFine Arts Series.
coin a job this semester
Are you interested
ordinating the present Fine Arts Series and planning
the program for next year.
Apply at Student Activities Office in the Student
Union Building before Feb. 18th.

Thousands of Topics
160Send for your up-to-date,
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
and
postage
cover
to
$1.00
handling
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
206
11322 IDAHO AVE.,#
LOS ANGEL-ES, CALIF. 90025
(2131 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

WANTED: Cashier, Providence.
Local supermarket. Job no. PT 327.
Assistant
Health
WANTED:
N. Providence.
Receptionist.
Prefer someone with a familiarity
with medicine. Job No. PT 326.
WANTED: Salesclerk in variety
store. Providence. No experience.
Job No. PT 275.
WANTED: To rent - Chalet or
House near Mt. Snow. Vermont.
Call David at 231-7287
WANTED: Volunteers to help in
various functions at the Adult
Living Center located in the
Salvation Army Community Corps
Center at Trinity Square. The
center is fairlv new and is oriented
towards "preventative care" for
seniors located in the Elmwood,
South Providence, and the West
End Volunteers needed are senior·
outreach works, those with skills in
games, pa1nting - music, crafts or
basic physical fitness, clencal
workers, and program designers
Any amount of time given would be

l**************J
*! SUBWAY *
!
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***
*

!

*
*!
*~
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**

!
**
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The Center prefers FOR SALE: Yashica TL Super
appreciated
,olunteers who are majors in the Cameras. 50mm lens, f-1.4. Shutter
The program, held speed up to 2000, electronic flash.
humanities
:\lust sacrifice. $75. 781-4927before
Tuesdays, Thursdays. and Fridays
9 a.m after 6 p.m.
from 10 a rn until 2 p.m.,
new ideas and in- FOR SALE: 1968 Dodge Charger
v. elcomes
Excellent Condition 949-3864.
novations. Contact Cindy Phillips,
s:ll-9381 or extension 260 for further
FOR SALE: Sofa bed, Rocking
chair, 2 lamps, 1 shag rug, 1
information.
WANTED. Babysitting - days, braided rug. $155.00 or items sold
evenings, weekends. Experienced
separately. No delivery. Call 467with a BS in Child 8821 after 9:00 a.m. before 9 p.m.
sitter
development. Own transportation.
Call 941-0955.

~ Notic_e

[torsafrz -~J

_
_Cl5l~y
1

NOTICE: Need papers typed? Call
Marilyn at 272-5391. 50 cents per
page.
Sex information and
NOTICE:
Referral Service Training Sessions
will begin on Wed., Feb. 23 at 2
p.m. in S.I.R.S. for any student
interested in being a volunteer is
welcome.

FOR SALE: 1972 VW Super Beetle
Automatic. New Transmission,
Rebuilt Engine, AM FM, Rear
Window defogger. $1200. or best
offer 467-3037before 9 p.m.
FOR SALE: 1968 Chevelle, black
vinyl top, 2 door, fair condition.
$500.00. Call 245-0358 between 7-10
p.m.
FOR SALE: Vega Flat top guitar.
Inlays, case $125.00. Epiphone jazz
1930's 100-80. Several
guitar
LOST: Leather tan cigarette case.
Banjos. 1890's ebony-etc. - $85.00. Please call Evelyn 831-9289.,
Phone: 272-8869.
FOR SALE: Martin D-35 400.00
Gibson, Les Paul Jr. 61 inch hard
case $260.00. Fender Strat 300.
Gibson 5.6 260. Phone: 282-8869.
PERSONAL: TO C: I found my
FOR SALE: Cannon Ftb camera.
thrill on the RIC hill.
50 mm lens and 135 mm lens plus
case, strap. Best offer over $200.00 PERSONAL: Get them off the
table T.O.T. from J.P.B.M.
Call Marcel in the Anchor Office
PERSONAL: G.M. Da, Da, Da.
ext. 8257 or 456-8257.
and B.B. Da, Da, Da, Da.Both
FOR SALE: Marantz 2245 receiver
enjoy their Da, Da, Da, Da, Da,
45 watts RMS Channel list $500. sell
Da's. Like a kosher pickle, they
$250. Sony TC165 cassette decklist
$270. sell $100. Emile at 769-5407. only cost a nickle. No worry of
getting fatter. They're so small it
FOR SALE: Gossen Luna-pro.
Fondling, the
doesn't matter.
on
still
repaired,
Recently
Roast Master Baiters.
warranty $80 or will consider trade
Swashbuckler:
PERSONAL:
for 21 1 + LR. 861-7697
challenge you to a duel at 2: 00 in
FOR SALE: 1 pair Head air boots
used about 5 times. Call Tom 728- Walsh Feb. 16. Be prepared.
D'Artagnan.
5655

[1ost!found1

[Personals ]

AUTO INSURANCE
Having

Trouble

With Yours

CALL USIII

Jean Martin Insurance
1550 ElmwoodAve.

Cranston,R.I.
467-2426

02910

Feb.16
Wednesday,
-----~

FROM

CARBER
FIRSTPA!Zf .-,[X)SHOEGin CEITTIFICATE
pttJS

THE WINNING DESIGN MADE\ 1PTO YOUR SPEC!FlCATIONS
BY CAASER SHOE COMPANY

SECONDPRIZE •50SHOECERTIRCATE
THIRDPA\ZE '25 $HOE CEITT1RCATE
ENTERTOOAYI Pickl..4)yo..F entryblan< in the ShoeSalonof al 7 Out.JetStoreS
tJvo i;coorell! l'l1V'y ola-l~
[ Eech 006111'rt"USt be ac~
CONTEST CLOSES MARCH 19TH. WlNNER ANNOUNCED APAIL 4Tt-i IN PROVIDENCE
AT OUR ·Spy,g Shoe Wee~ Fesh()(l 5r'OY<

"ill

"Tf'omen

lw -.p<'akin!!
1n

Latin America:
An Historical
Orerrieu'"

011

2-4 p.m.
Union
Student
Ballroom
Sponsored
RIC Women's

by
Alliance
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SPORTS

a tirst m tne three year i11story of
the RIC Hockey Club
The 3-3 deadlock with Tufts was
an action packed thriller, which
was highlighted by an up and
down, scoreless, ten minute sudden
Cote
period
death over-time
scored two goals and Ruscetta one
Tufts, a team which
against
oversized the Anchormen. Webster
gave RIC another fine game in
what proved to be the Anchormen's
top defensive performance of the
season.
The Hockey Club has five games
remaining in the seas0n. climaxed
. h1cl- the
b) the tournarnert
RIC':-; next games was an im- Anchormen will host 0.1 ttle last
weekend in F'ebruary The next
pressive 9-5 victory over a quick
skating Clark University Club. The home game will be Feb 19 at J\.orth
victory avenged an earlier loss to Providence Arena against Connecticut College. Game time is 7 :30
Clark in Worcester. In the game,
p.m. Coach Jack Cronin was very
from
hat-tricks
RIC received
pleased by the news that veteran
Ruscetta and Cote, the club's
Chuck Marchand
defenseman
leading scorers, and two goals
would return to the Club after a six
from Sguambato. Goaltender Earl
week absence Special thanks to
Webster also played a fine game,
Zebe Savoie, Jay Rettenmyer,
kicking out several tough shots
Annie Medeiros, Susie Carreiro
Ruscetta 's third goal was scored
on a lead pass from Jerry Cote, 1t and all the others who have helped
was Jeff's 16th of the season and and supported the Hockey Club this
season.
coupled with his record 34 of a year

by John Such walk
The RIC Hockey Club broke out
of their recent slump in fine form
last week as they posted victories
over Emerson College and Clark
Tufts
tied
and
University
University. The 7-5 victory over
Emerson was a hard fought, comefrom-behind victory in which the
outcome was not decided until the
The
moments.
final
games
Anchormen were paced by the fine
play of forwards Jerry Cote, Jeff
Ruscette and Jimmy Potenza and
be defern,emen Phil Ciresi and Al
Sguambato

Jerry Cote, the light weight contender of RIC Hockey Club, enjoys a midgame melee with a Suffolk
College sparring partner.
Photo by Chas. Arent

HOCKEY CLUB STATISTICS

JK,,..

• .,

GP

Player
1. Jeff Ruscetta
2. Jerry Cote
3. Al Sguambato
4. Phil Ciresi
5. Jimmy Potenza
6 . Joe Cicerchia
7. Steve Barlow
8. Gary Venditto
9. Fred Gordon
10. Joe Brennan
11. Tony Cicerchia
12. Dave Guilderson
13. Ron Mooney
14. Paul Astphan
15. Danny Leite
16. Nicky Masi
17. Dave LaMorte
18. Pete Astphan
GP - games plyd
G - goals

11

11

12
8
11
11

5
12
12
5
9
12
10
7
11
11

12
5
AP -

assists
points

A

G
18
13
5

10
10
9

PTS
28
23
14

1
5

10
4

11
9

2
1
2
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

5
3

7
4
3
3

1

3

1

2
2
2

0
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0

1

2

PIM -

PIM
10.5
16.5
20.5
7 .5
12.0

7.5
4.5
13.5
4.5
3.0
9.0
3.0
0.0
1.5
10.5
14.5
7.5
1.5

penalties
in minutes

Jeff Ruscetta narrowly escapes a serious Suffolk slash.

Attention Romanticists!
If you've always longed to dash
about and swash a few buckles,
now·s your chance. During the
Wednesday afternoon free period
there will be fencing
{2:0Q--------4:00),
in Walsh Upper gym.
We heartily invite all those
inexperienced but interested souls

who are longing to wrap their
hands around a blade, and will
provide the necessary equipment
and instruction. Those who are
already acquainted with the sport
will find a chance for a little
companionship and casual competititon Shake the mothballs out
of your cape and join in the fun.

MaioneGunsDownKeeneStateOwls
Maione
Sal
guard
Senior
resembled a wind-up toy gone wild
last Monday ( Feb. 7) as he gunned
m 3:i points while pacing Rhode
Island College to a 78-70 victory
over Keene State al Walsh Center.
The point total equaled Maiorn,·s
career-high which he had reached
earlier this season in a victory over
Worcester State.
A native of Weekhawken, N.J ..
Ma10ne connected on 12 of 20 shots
from the floor and 11 of 16 from the
free throw line. and also handed
out five assists
This was a game that finished in
a more exciting manner than it
started. It was the Anchormen's
fourth game in seven nights and
they appeared to be "flat," both

mentally and physically, as the
Owls ran off the first five points
and gave every indication that this
might be a blowout
But that possibility evaporated
shortly as junior forward Michael
Green ( Newark, N.J J tossed in JO
points to pace a spurt that saw the
Anchormen outscore the Owls 26-9.
This produced a 26-14 lead with
7 46 left in the first half but the
Owls chopped 1t to 36-33 before
Maione and Green combined to
outscore Keene 7-2 in the last 1:43
for a 43-35 lead at the break
The primary reason the Owls
were able to climb back 10'0
contention was the deadly long
range shooting of guard Mike
( Con't. on Page 11)

Earl Webster, RIC's premier goalie, prepares to defend the net against the
onslaught of Suffolk College. RIC lost 8-4.
Photo by Chas. Arent
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Maione Guns ...
(Con't. from Page 10)

Theulen, son of Keene State coach
Glen Theulen. He connected on five
of eight bombs but he was not a
factor in the second half as freshman guard John Lima (Warwick)
stayed "in his shirt,'· within the
framework of the RIC zone, and
held him to two field goal attempts
and no points.
While the Anchormen had done a
good job on the boards in the first
half, their frontcourt
players
started to get into foul trouble and
this enabled the Owls' Joe Yaris (67) and Warren Marshall (6-5) to
play "volleyball" around the rim.
With the rebounds came several
easy hoops and the Owls kept
pecking away until they pulled
within 62-61 with 6:05 left in the
game.
The momentum had shifted in
Keene's favor but the Anchormen
went to their spread offense to
counteract this and it worked like a
charm. While the Keene guards
were big and strong, they were also
slow and Maione was able to
penetrate with ease.
He personally led a charge
where RIC outscored the Owls 10-3
by scoring eight points ( including
sinking six straight free throws)
and passing off to Green for the
other bucket.
That made the score 72-64, RIC,
and Green clinched the victory
with a three-point play 58 seconds
from the end.
Overall, Green scored 22 points
as he hit on 10 of 17 field goal attempts, he grabbed 10 rebounds
and blocked three shots.
But Green didn't exactly go it
alone under the boards as 6-6 junior
Carmine Goneconte (Providence)
pulled down a career-high 14
rebounds and did a good job on
defense all night.
"We didn't play as well as we
can," said RIC coach Dave
Possinger, "but l think we showed
we still have a good team by
winning the game. Sal did a great
job of penetrating and either
getting the layup or dropping it off,

t.

1

WOMEN'S FENCING TEAM (The Dueling Mouseketeers)
L-R. Lisa Pressutti - Beg., Debbie House - Varsity, Carrie Glenn - Coach, Rosie Holden - Dropped, Janice
Ferry- Beg., Marianne McCluskey- J.V., Jean Bogosian - Beg. not shown, Cheryl Ballou- Beg. not shown.
and when we needed a big basket,
we got it from Michael Green."
The victory lifted the Anchormen's record to 9-9, prior to last
Saturday's
game with UMass
(Boston).
Through the first 18 games,
Green was RIC's leading scorer
(21.6 ppg.) and rebounder (9.7
rbg.) while Maione was averaging
16.5 ppg. and Lima 12.0 ppg.
Green, who often puts up shots
from the vicinity of the Walsh
Center parking lot, was shooting
50.7 percent O77-349) from the
floor while Captain Dave Marcoux
was the top free throw shooter (3138, .816).

About the Coaches
Joe Stallworth (head coach)
Hometown, Danville, Ky.
Joe is a 1974 graduate of
Moorehead State University. He
has a degree in Physical Ed. and
has played three years of varsity
basketball before suffering a knee
injury in his senior year. His team
shared the Ohio Valley Conference
championship in his sophomore
and junior years. Joe also coached
the subvarsity at Moorehead to a
11-3 record. In Joe's words "the
J.V.'s at RIC are a pleasure to
work with," and have shown great
progress since the beginning of the
season.

Ray O'Rourke (assistant coach)
Hometown, Warwick, R.I.
Ray played basketball at RIJC
from (1972-74). The 1972-73 team
(21-4) came within one game of
reaching the final eight teams in
the country. The 73-74 team who's
record was (22-6) was upset in the
regional semifinals.
At RIC,
Raymond played for the varsity
baseball team for the past two
years, although limited by a severe
arm injury. The 75-76 team
reached the ECAC finals, after
compiling the best record in the
school's history.

12 noon

February 19, 1977 Saturday

RIC at Yale Univ. w-URI

February 26, 1977 Saturday

RIC at Brandeis Univ. w-U. of Me.

March 12, 1977 Saturday

RIC at New England's Women Intercollegiate
Fencing Championships
Brown University

1 p.m.

JV BASKETBALL TEAM ROSTER
NAME
Bob Mccutcheon
Jeff Herguth
Jim Mann
EdKasser
Larry Fields
Ray Dempsey
John McCoy
Mike Mulry
Ron Amado
John Lareche

HT.
6'
6'
5'11"
6'4"
5'9"
6'4"
6'2"
6'
5'10"
6'2''

WT.
180
165
140
195
155
180
180
170
150
175

POSITION
forward
forward
forward
center
guard
center
guard
guard
guard
forward

In the last two games, the JV's have defeated Bryant
by one point and Keene State by 24 points.

TEAM RECORD:

4 Wins, 3 Losses
+ Bob Mccutcheon - fine hustler
and good rebounder
t-Jeff Herguth - good shooter
Jim Mann - The most improved.
-Ed Kasser - lead1rg .,l ')rer and
rebounder. Ed 1s ineligihle for
varsity play because he i::.a Jr
College transfer. He's a ciefimte

varsity prospect if he works
hard this summer
• Ray Dempsey - tine pa"ser and
rebounder for a big man,
continues to improve
-John McCoy - Playing for both
\ ars1ty and subvar, ty this
year - best defens1vP f.'layer on
the team, alo% .1·1thbeing a
fine scorer
Mike Mulry - fine team player, one
of the leaders in assists.
Ron Amado - very quick ball
handler.
+.John LaBreche - hardest worker
of anyone in the varsity or JV
program
-denotes starters in every game
+denotes people who have started
or played most of the time this
year.

Back Row - L.-R. Coach Joe Stallworth, Mike Mulry, Ed Kasser, Jim Mann, Bob McCutcheon, Ray
Dempsey, John LaBreche, Assistant Coach 'Bird' O'Rourke.
Front Row- L.-R. John McCoy, Ronnie Amado, Jeff Herguth.
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